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didactive approach. A num
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treatment of pain by electric
tion or acupuncture, are
fully evaluated.
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The Science and Practice of Clinical
Medicine. Vol 5 "Neurology" Edited
by Roger N Rosenberg (pp 718; £22.20)
New York: Grune & Stratton. Distri-
buted in UK by Academic Press,
London, 1980.
This book, edited by Dr Rosenberg, an
eminent neurologist, is one of the vol-
umes of the series "The Science and
Practice of Clinical Medicine". The
book is multi-author and expert, with
contributors drawn from most of the
well-known universities and medical
centres of the USA. It is a straightfor-
ward book with few idiosyncrasies, well
printed and reasonably illustrated. The
case for writing a monograph or pro-
ducing a multi-author expert work on
a relatively circumscribed subject,
giving the current state of theory, prac-
tice and ideas on, say, Jakob-Creutzfeld
disease or muscle disease, is self-
evident. The argument for producing a
new text-book is less obvious. There has
been a considerable increase in the
understanding of the scientific basis of
neurology in the fields of neuro-
chemistry, neuropharmacology, neuro-
immunology and neurobiology. The
editor's aim is to produce a review of
these new developments, and the revol-
utionary use of computeriscd scanning,
within the format of a standard type of
text-book. There are some strange
omissions: for example the Glasgow
coma scale is advocated but there is no
mention of the workers who formu-
lated it; benign intracranial hyperten-

sion does not seem to appe,
neither in the text, nor in ti
the only reference to normal
hydrocephalus appears to be a
the differential diagnosis of Pz
syndrome; a table lists "Com
Treatable Causes of Dementia'
first example is Huntington'"
and on the first page of this I
out of thirteen causes of dem
in fact untreatable.
On the whole the book is

existing books and monograp
ably fulfil the same function
advantage of monographs is
should be more easily up-date(
theless the book contains i
interest with a comprehensiv
chapters including neuroradic
the clinician, and a useful ch
drug abuse and nervous syster
Within the limitations mentio
book is recommended for stud
physicians.

Aging and Mental Disorders.
logical Approaches to Assessm
Treatment By Steven H Zarit
$19.95) New York: The Fre
1980.
"Sir, a woman's preaching is lit
walking on his hind legs. It is r

well; but you are surprised to
done at all."
The reader might well echo E

son's sentiments when faced M
book. The flysheet tells us t]
book is intended for "all psych
psychiatrists, social workers, ge
gists, psychiatric nurses and
working with the elderly." Ind
topics covered are catholic in
treme, including basic ageing pI
biological, psychological and
psychopathology and assessmen
ing all physical and psychiat
orders and a final section on tr

ar at all, including not only psychological and
he index; social therapies, but also "Treatment
I pressure of Brain Disorders."
is part of How does the author do it? By selec-
irkinson's tion and inclusion of many references
mon and culled from a wide number of sources
" and the and a compressed style in which quoted
s Chorea sources appear to reveal undisputed
table, ten truths. The number of references quoted
entia are is remarkable, but one is left in some

doubts as to whether the author can see
good but the wood for the trees.
)hs prob- The clinical aspects of the book are
and the also over-inclusive on one hand, taking

that they in the whole field of depression but
1. Never- omitting more recent work relevant to
much of the borderland between depression and
e list of dementia, and failing to review the
'logy for genuine diagnostic problems which lead
apter on to such frequent and tragic mistakes in
n toxins. failing to diagnose old age depressive
ned, the states. The review of organic states also
lents and suggests an unfamiliarity with the

clinical problems and few would be
LS ILLIS helped in diagnosing acute confusion

by the presence of "connotative
language changes."
Though the scope covered by this

Psycho- book is wide ranging, it is unselective,
lent and failing to differentiate the most im-
(pp 454. portant issues, incomprehensible to a

ePress' beginner in the field and of little helpe
to clinicians seeking further clarification

ke a dog of their older patient's illnesses.
lot done K BERGMAN
find it

)r John-
vith this
hat this Correction
ologists,
rontolo- In the paper "Toxic substances and the
students nervous system: the role of clinical ob-
eed, the servation" by Dr Pamela M Le Quesne
the ex- (JNNP 1981; 44:1-8) Mr A Brown was
rocesses; incorrectly referred to as a member of

social; the Developmental Neurobiology Unit
t cover- at Carshalton. Mr Brown is attached to
tric dis- the Medical Research Council Labora-
eatment tories at Carshalton.
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